
 
 

WEEKLY FIELD OBSERVATION REPORT 
Project:  Route 1 Roadway Improvements                                                        
Client:  Town of Cumberland    
GPCEI Project No: 1636.83                                            
GPCEI Field Rep:  Asher Anderson (AJA) 
Report Date: April 26, 2017 

 
Work Completed Last Week 
 
Wed. 4/19/16 Shaw Brother’s crew installed loam on the shoulder slopes of the southbound lane 

on the southern portion of the project. 
Thurs 4/20/17 Shaw Brother’s crew installed loam on the shoulder slopes of the southbound lane 

on the southern portion of the project. 
Fri 4/21/17 No activity. 
Sat 4/22/17 No activity. 
Sun 4/23/17 No activity. 
Mon 4/24/17 Shaw Brother’s paving crew installed loam on the shoulder slopes of the southbound 

lane on the southern portion of the project. 
Tues 4/25/17 Shaw Brother’s paving crew box cut in the right lane on the northern end of the 

project. 
 
Work Schedule Next Week 
 
Wed. 4/26/16 No activity in the roadway due to weather. 
Thurs 4/27/17 Shaw Brother’s crew to continue box cutting in the northbound lane. 
Fri 4/28/17 Shaw Brother’s crew to continue box cutting in the northbound lane. 
Sat 4/29/17 No activity. 
Sun 4/30/17 No activity. 
Mon 5/1/17 Shaw Brothers crew to begin fine grading in the northbound lane. 
Tues 5/2/17 Shaw Brothers crew to continue fine grading in the northbound lane. 

 
 
Useful Information and Highlights 
 
 Northbound lane will be closed in the areas where box cutting is occurring. Flaggers will used to 

maintain alternating one way traffic. 
 

 
 
 

Prepared By: Asher Anderson   
Reviewed By:    Doug Reynolds   
If there are any discrepancies, please notify the sender immediately. 

 
 
 

 
 



 
4-19-17 - Installing loam on the shoulder slopes in the southbound lane, looking north 

 

 
4-24-17 - Installing loam on the shoulder slopes in the left lane, looking south 

 
 



 
4-25-17 - Wash out on gas main trench in the right lane, looking north 

 

 
4-25-17 - Pavement removal in the right lane, looking south 

 


